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NEW QUESTION: 1
Zach, a technician, is checking newly installed CAT5e cabling,
and suspects that some of the ends were not properly
terminated. Which of the following tools will verify this?
A. OTDR
B. Loopback plug
C. Toner probe
D. Cable tester
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are the project manager of your enterprise. You have
identified new threats, and then evaluated the ability of
existing controls to mitigate risk associated with new threats.
You noticed that the existing control is not efficient in
mitigating these new risks. What are the various steps you
could take in this case?
Each correct answer represents a complete solution. Choose all
that apply.
A. Modify of the technical architecture

B. Apply more controls
C. Deployment of a threat-specific countermeasure
D. Explanation:
As new threats are identified and prioritized in terms of
impact, the first step is to evaluate the ability of existing
controls to mitigate risk associated with new threats and if it
does not work then in that case facilitate the: Modification of
the technical architecture Deployment of a threat-specific
countermeasure Implementation of a compensating mechanism or
process until mitigating controls are developed Education of
staff or business partners
E. Education of staff or business partners
Answer: A,C,E
Explanation:
is incorrect. Applying more controls is not the good solution.
They usually complicate the condition.

NEW QUESTION: 3
To view the routing table of router R1, execute the command
"display ip routing-table" on the route R1. Router R1 runs
OSPF. Which of the following is true about the OSPF information
in the routing table?
A. In the routing table, the routing entry identified by the
"O_IA" identifier is the intraregional routing.
B. In the routing table, the routing entry identified by the
"O_ASE" identifier indicates that the entry can only be learned
through routing.
C. In the routing table, the routing entry identified by the
"OSPF" identifier are learned through the Type 7 LSA imported
from other processes to OSPF.
D. In the routing table, the routing entry identified by the
"O_ASE" identifier indicates that the entry was learned through
a Type 1 LSA or a Type 2 LSA.
E. In the routing table, all types of LSAs correspond to unique
destination addresses.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Ein Kunde lehnt ein Ergebnis unter Berufung auf zwei
spezifische NichtkonformitÃ¤tsprobleme ab. Was sollte der
Projektmanager tun, um diese Probleme zu beheben?
A. Senden Sie eine Ã„nderungsanforderung an die
Ã„nderungssteuerkarte (CCB).
B. Ã„ndern Sie den Basisbereich, um die
NichtkonformitÃ¤tsprobleme einzuschlieÃŸen.
C. Senden Sie die NichtkonformitÃ¤tsliste zur Ã„nderung an das
Implementierungsteam.
D. Passen Sie die AnforderungsrÃ¼ckverfolgbarkeitsmatrix an.
Answer: A
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